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Safe Haven Policy 
 

Lead Executive: Ian Atkinson, Deputy Chief Officer 
Lead Officer: Andrew Clayton, Head of Health Informatics 

Lead GP: N/A  
 
Purpose:  
To seek approval from the Governing Body for the CCG’s revised Safe Haven Policy. 
Background: 
The Safe Haven Policy is due for review in October 2018 but has been reviewed early to 
ensure compliance with the forthcoming General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), which 
comes into force in May 2018. The policy was reviewed and agreed at the Information 
Governance Group in December 2017, by OE in January 2018 and AQuA in March 2018. 
Analysis of key issues and of risks 
There have been no major changes to the content of the policy from the previous version.  
The key changes are: 
 

• The Data Protection Officer role has been added to the policy in readiness for GDPR 
• The definition of a safe haven has been updated to reflect current process 

Patient, Public and Stakeholder Involvement: 
N/A 
Equality Impact: 
The policy has a neutral impact 
Financial Implications: 
N/A 
Human Resource Implications: 
N/A 
Procurement: 
N/A 
Approval history: 
Approved at: 

- IG Group: 16th December 2017  
- OE:  26th January 2018 
- AQuA:  6th March 2018 

Recommendations: 
The Governing Body is recommended to approve the revised Safe Haven Policy. 
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Title: Safe Haven Policy 
Reference No: 010/IT 
Owner: Deputy Chief Officer 
Author Information Governance Lead 
First Issued On: November 2012 
Latest Issue Date: [DATE] 
Operational Date: [DATE] 
Review Date: XXX 2020 
Consultation Process  
Ratified and approved by: Governing Body [DATE] 
Distribution: All staff and GP members of the CCG. 

Compliance: Mandatory for all permanent and temporary 
employees of Rotherham CCG. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Equality & Diversity Statement: 

In applying this policy, the Organisation will 
have due regard for the need to eliminate 
unlawful discrimination, promote equality of 
opportunity, and provide for good relations 
between people of diverse groups, in particular 
on the grounds of the following characteristics 
protected by the Equality Act (2010); age, 
disability, gender, gender reassignment, 
marriage and civil partnership, pregnancy and 
maternity, race, religion or belief, and sexual 
orientation, in addition to offending background, 
trade union membership, or any other personal 
characteristic. 



Safe Haven Policy 
 
Version 2.1 Issued by:  The Information Governance Lead 

 
Review and consultation process: 
Every 2 years from approved date unless new legislation/guidance is released, organisational 
change denotes, or new Safe Haven vulnerabilities or significant risks are identified. 
Process through IG Group, sign off by Governing Body. 

 
 
Responsibility for implementation 
Information Governance Lead 
Departmental Managers 

 
 
Responsibility for Training: 
Information Governance lead/service provider via e-Learning and other methods in special 
circumstances. 

 
 
Associated Documentation: 
 

Legislation and Guidance key to allow information sharing to take place: 
 

• Public Records Acts 1958 and 1967 
• European Directive on Data Protection 1995/46C 
• Common Law Duty of Confidentiality 
• Human Rights Act 1998 
• Computer Misuse Act 1990 
• Caldicott Report 1998 
• NHSLA Risk Management Standards 
• NHS Confidentiality Code of Practice 2003 
• Confidentiality and Disclosure of Information BMA 2008 
• Code of Professional Conduct NMC 2004 
• Information Governance Toolkit 
• Information Governance Assurance Programme 
• The Law of Confidentiality 
• Limitations Act 1980 
• NHS Act 2006 
• Data Protection Act 1998 (to be superseded by the General Data Protection Regulation 

(GDPR) on 25th May 2018 
• Records Management Code of Practice for Health and Social Care 2016 
• Health and Social Care Act 2012 
• Health and Social Care (Safety and Quality) Act 2015 

 
Commissioning Organisation and Related Policies: 
 

• Conditions of Contract 
• Network Security Policy 
• Data Protection Policy 
• Portable Data Policy 
• E-mail Policy 
• Records Management Policy 
• Freedom of Information Policy 
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Revision History 
 

Revisions:  
Date: Author: Description: 
July 2008 B Rudge Initial Document Draft for approval V. 1 
01/08/08 B Rudge Second draft for approval following comments from 

Clinical Governance Manager. V1.1 
29/09/08 B Rudge Third draft for approval following submission to 

Information Governance Committee on 11/09/08. V1.2 
03/11/08 B Rudge Cover sheet prepared for Board following approval from 

Clinical Governance Committee on 08/10/08. V1.2 

01/09/10 B Rudge Reviewed and amended in conjunction with Rotherham 
Foundation Trust Policy and in consideration of 
Pseudonymisation Project 

21/09/12 B Rudge Review in preparation for organisation change to CCG 
status: replacement of “Trust” with “Commissioning 
Organisation”. 
Addition of: 
• Requirement for a safe haven inventory 
• Requirement of the necessity to monitor compliance 
• New methods of e-mail transfer which are now 

available 
• References to other related policies 
• Approval required by GP practices for external 

access to systems 
• Caldicott guardian to hold list of trusted couriers 
• Related legislation 
• Monitoring & compliance of policy 
Replacement of : 
• “Chief Executive” with “Accountable Officer” 
• Specific job titles with roles. 

19/09/2014 M.Casillas Included Mental Health information as sensitive 
3/10/2016 C McInnes Reviewed - new legislation added 

References made to NHS Constitution and NHS 
Care Record Guarantee, Caldicott principles listed 
Additional information added re safe haven 
processes for telephone/verbal communication, 
transfer of hard copy records and mobile devices 

10/11/2017 C McInnes Reviewed for requirements of GDPR 
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1 Aims and Purpose of Policy 
 
Caldicott guidelines on protecting patient information stipulate that NHS organisations require safe 
haven procedures to maintain the privacy and confidentiality of personal information which 
necessitates transfer from one place to another. The implementation of these procedures facilitates 
compliance with the legal requirements placed upon the organisation, especially concerning 
sensitive information (e.g. people’s medical condition) where the transfer of data is required between 
other locations, organisations and agencies and the CCG. 
 
This policy sets out the requirements for sending, receiving, and the safe and secure handling whilst 
in transit of person identifiable information by all CCG staff and contractors to ensure that all transfers 
of person confidential data (PCD) (including patient, client and staff) contained on all forms of media 
is handled and transferred in the most secure manner and by authorised personnel only, on a need 
to know basis. 
 
 
2 The scope of this policy 

 
This policy applies to the handling, storage and use of confidential information by all staff in the CCG. 
Any PCD received and sent from within the CCG must be handled using the safe haven procedures 
and must have a documented legal basis.  
 
This policy applies to all CCG staff which includes but is not limited to Governing Body members, 
contractors, agency and temporary staff, students, honorary and volunteer staff. 
 
 
3 Legislation and guidance 

 
Various legislation and guidance dictates the need for safe haven arrangements to be set in place, 
they include: 
 
Data Protection Act 1998 (Principle 7): “Appropriate technical and organisational measures shall be 
taken to make personal data secure”. 
 
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) Article 5 (1(f)): “appropriate security of the personal data, 
including protection against unauthorized or unlawful processing and against accidental loss, 
destruction or damage using appropriate technical or organisational measures.”  
 
NHS Code of Practice: Confidentiality. Annex A1 - Protect patient Information “Care must be taken, 
particularly with confidential clinical information, to ensure that the means of transferring from one 
location to another are secure as they can be” 
 
The Information Governance Toolkit sets out standards which the CCG should maintain and 
enables monitoring of performance across the range of Information Governance responsibilities 
including the transfer of PCD. 
 
Caldicott Principles: 

• Justify the purpose. Who is asking for the information? Why do they want it? 
• Only use person identifiable information when it is absolutely necessary 
• Use the minimum person identifiable information required 
• Access should be on a strict ‘need to know’ basis 
• Everyone must understand their responsibilities 
• Understand and comply with the law 
• The duty to share information can be as important as the duty to protect patient 

confidentiality 
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The NHS Constitution 2010:  “You have the right to privacy and confidentiality and to expect the 
NHS to keep confidential information safe and secure” 
 
NHS Care Record Guarantee: “We will take appropriate steps to make sure we hold records 
about you – both paper and electronic – securely and only make them available to people who 
have a right to see them”. 
 
 
4 Roles & Responsibilities  

 
Accountable Officer 
Overall responsibility for this policy lies with the Accountable Officer. The Accountable Officer has 
devolved authority to the Caldicott Guardian who will maintain the policy and ensure 
implementation. 
 
Caldicott Guardian 
The Caldicott Guardian for the CCG has lead responsibility for the governance of patient information 
and as such must approve all procedures that relate to the use of patient information and maintain an 
approved current inventory of all safe havens.  This should be approved by the IG Group using 
Appendix A – Requirements for Safe Havens and Appendix B – Guidance for the Secure Transfer of 
Data. 
 
Information Governance Lead 
The Information Governance Lead is responsible for development and maintenance of this policy, 
raising awareness and coordinating improvements in: data protection, the confidentiality code of 
conduct, and Records Management. 
 
IG Assurance and Security Manager 
The IG Assurance and Security Manager for The Rotherham NHS Foundation Trust as providers of 
the IT network, has responsibility for setting policy relating to the security of the systems and 
software used by the CCG. 
 
Data Protection Officer 
 Under GDPR public authorities or organisations who carry out large scale processing of sensitive data 
must appoint a Data Protection Officer. The role of Data Protection Officer is to facilitate the CCG’s 
overall compliance with GDPR. 
Service Leads 
Service leads are responsible for ensuring their staff are aware of their responsibilities in relation to 
patient identifiable information, and the consequences of breaching these. They also have 
responsibility for reporting incidents and monitoring compliance within their service. 
 
All CCG staff 
Individuals working for the CCG who process personal-identifiable information are responsible 
for ensuring they adhere to this policy and the safe haven guidance which can be found at 
Appendix A and B. 
 
 
5 Definitions  

 
Safe Haven 
The term safe haven is recognised throughout the NHS to describe the administrative arrangements 
to safeguard the confidential transfer of personal confidential information between organisations or 
sites. This term was initially meant to describe the transfer of facsimile messages, but should now 
cover the data held and used within: 
 

• Fax machines 
• Post 
• Telephones/answering machines 
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• Digital and manual records 
• White boards/notice boards 
• Emails 
• Bulk data transfers 

 
Personal Information 
Personal information is information which can identify a person – in which the person is the focus of 
the information and which links that individual to details which would be regarded as private e.g. 
name and private address, name and home telephone number etc. 
 
Sensitive personal information (known as special category information under GDPR) 
Sensitive personal information is where the personal information contains details of that person’s: 

• Health or physical condition including mental health 
• Sexual life 
• Ethnic origin 
• Religious beliefs 
• Political views 
• Criminal convictions 
• Biomteric Data 
• Genetic Data 

For this type of information even more stringent measures should be employed to ensure that the 
data remains secure. 
 
 
6 Sharing information with other organisations (Non NHS) 

 
Employees of the CCG authorised to disclose information to other organisations outside the NHS 
must seek an assurance that these organisations have a designated safe haven point for receiving 
personal information. 
 
The CCG must be assured that these organisations are able to comply with the safe haven ethos 
and meet certain legislative and related guidance requirements: 
 

• General Data Protection Regulation 
• Data Protection Act  
• Common Law Duty of Confidence 
• NHS Code of Practice: Confidentiality 
• A guide to Confidentiality in Health and Social Care (NHS Digital) 

 
Staff sharing personal information with other agencies should be aware of the overarching 
Rotherham wide Information Sharing protocol or Interagency Information Sharing Protocol, follow the 
guidance in Appendix A and B and consult with the Caldicott Guardian or IG Lead if in doubt. 
 
 
7 Communications 

 
The policy will be located on the CCG’s Intranet. 
 
 
8 Other Relevant Polices 

 
Other policies that need to be read in conjunction with this policy are: 

• Records Management Policy 
• Confidentiality Code of Conduct 
• E-mail Policy 
• Network Security Policy 
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• Portable Data Security and Smartphone and Tablet Policy 
• Internet Acceptable use Policy 
• Data Protection and Access to Health Records Policy 

 
9 Monitoring of Policy Compliance 

 
The CCG will put in place procedures for systematically reviewing its arrangements for administering 
and managing its safe haven processes via the policy review process.  
 
The CCG will maintain a log of Caldicott issues and will ensure that information governance 
incidents and investigations are reported to the IG Group and any learning points that arise from 
such incidents are used to improve related policies, standards, procedures and guidance. 
 
The CCG will commission audits as necessary regarding the process compliance.
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Appendix A 
 

Requirements for safe havens 
 
Location/security arrangements 
 

• It should be a room that is locked or accessible via a coded key pad known only to 
authorised staff OR 

• The office or workspace should be sited in such a way that only authorised staff can enter 
that location i.e. it is not an area which is readily accessible to any member of staff who work 
in the same building or office, or any visitors. 

• If sited on the ground floor any windows should have locks on them. 
• The room should conform to health and safety requirements in terms of fire, safety from 

flood, theft or environmental damage. 
• Manual paper records containing person-identifiable information should be stored in a safe 

place where there would be no unauthorised access. 
• Computers should be not left on view or accessible to unauthorised staff and have a secure 

screen saver function, be locked (ctrl + alt + del or Windows + L) and additionally switched 
off when not in use. 

 
Rules for different kinds of safe haven 
 
All points of receipt of information should be given safe haven consideration by staff: phone 
messages, fax in-trays, electronic mailboxes, pigeon holes and in-trays for paper information, notice 
boards etc. 
 
All staff should be alert to the need to protect confidential information should it come their way. For 
guidance on what can be shared and how, staff should refer to the Data Protection and Access to 
Records Policy, Confidentiality Code of Conduct or contact the Data Protection Officer or Caldicott 
Guardian. 
 
Fax machines 
 
Fax machines must only be used to transfer personal information where it is absolutely necessary to 
do so. The following rules must apply: 
 

1. The fax is sent to a safe location where only staff that have a legitimate right to view the 
information can access it. 

2. The sender is certain that the correct person will receive it and that the fax number is correct. 
3. You notify the recipient when you are sending the fax and ask them to acknowledge receipt. 
4. Care is taken in dialing the correct number. 
5. Confidential faxes are not left lying around for unauthorised staff to see. 
6. Only the minimum amount of personal information should be sent, where possible the data 

should be anonymised or a unique identifier used. 
7. Faxes sent should include a front sheet, which contains a suitable confidentiality clause. 

 
Communications by post 
 

• All sensitive records must be stored face down in public areas and not left unsupervised at 
any time 

• Incoming mail should be opened away from public areas 
• Outgoing mail (both internal and external) should be sealed securely, marked private and 

confidential and clearly and correctly addressed. 
• Confirm the recipient’s address. Staff should contact those to whom they are sending 

confidential information, to ensure that the correctly marked envelope will be sent to a specific 
individual at a specific location. 
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Telephone Calls/verbal communication 
 

• Do not make telephone calls or have face to face conversations regarding patients/clients where 
you can be overheard (e.g. an open reception area) such discussions should take place in private 
locations and not in public areas, common staff areas, lifts etc. 

 
• For incoming calls where person identifiable information is shared with someone unknown the 

following practice must be adhered: 
o Confirm the name, job title, department and organisation of the person requesting 

information 
o Confirm the reason for request, if appropriate 
o Take a contact telephone number, e.g. main switchboard number 
o Check whether the information can be provided. If in doubt tell the enquirer you will call 

them back 
o Provide the information only to the person who has requested it (do not leave messages) 
o Ensure that you record your name, the date and time of disclosure, the reason for it and 

who authorised sharing. Also record the recipient’s named, job title, organisation and 
telephone number. 

 
• DO NOT leave confidential messages on answering machines or text patients without their explicit 

consent. 
 
Transfer of confidential hardcopy information 
 

• Lockable crates must be used to move bulk confidential hard copy information from one place to 
another. Hardcopy information must be stored in a locked cupboard or cabinet. 

• Obtain a receipt for hand delivered confidential information. 
• Person identifiable information should only be taken off site when absolutely necessary, or in 

accordance with local policy. 
• Record what information you are taking off site and why, and if applicable, where and to whom you 

are taking it. 
• Information must be transported in a sealed container. 
• Never leave person identifiable information unattended. 
• Ensure the information is returned as soon as possible. 
• Record that the information has been returned. 

 
 
Computer Systems 
 

• Access to any PC must be password protected, this must not be shared. 
• Computer screens must not be left on view so members of the general public or staff who do 

not have a justified need to view the information can see personal data. PCs or laptops not in 
use should be switched off or have a secure screen saver device in use. 

• Information should be held on the organisation’s network servers, not stored on local hard 
drives. Departments should be aware of the high risk of storing information locally and take 
appropriate security measures. 

 
Email 
 

• The  procedures  outlined  in  the CCG’s Policy  on  Internet  and  Email  Use  must be followed 
carefully. 

• Personal, sensitive or confidential information must be sent by secure, encrypted email e.g. 
NHS.net to NHS.net  

• Use the address book (or contacts) where possible, to prevent incorrect addressing 
• Do not send sensitive or confidential information via an insecure email address unless it is 

encrypted 
• Do not use your email account for permanent storage of work related issues. 
• E-mail containing personal information can only be sent when the following safeguards are  in 
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place: 
 

- Clinical information is clearly marked as such 
- Emails are sent to the right people 
- Browsers are safely set up so that for example, passwords are not saved and 

temporary internet files are deleted on exit 
- Information sent by email will be safely stored and archived as well as being 

incorporated into patient records 
- There is an audit trail to show who did what and when 
- Sensitive data including that relating to patients stored on a data storage device 

should be kept to the minimum required for its effective business use 
 
Photocopiers 
 
PCD should only be sent to shared photocopiers where there is no alternative. If a delay and print 
option with secure retrieval pass code is available then this should be used but if not, copies should 
be immediately picked up from the machine. 
 
Mobile Devices 
 
No patient/person information should be held on any mobile devices unless it is encrypted to the 
approved standard. This includes data held on USB memory sticks, PDA’s (including Windows 
Mobile Phones), Dictaphone’s and MFD’s. It is the policy of Rotherham CCG that no patient 
identifiable or sensitive should be stored on a mobile device even if the device is properly encrypted, 
unless it is absolutely necessary (excepting clinical systems such as SystmOne). Caldicott approval 
must be sought before this is allowed. This can be done via the Information Governance Group. 
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Appendix B 
 

Guidance for the Secure Transfer of Data 
 

The aim of this guidance is to provide direction to CCG staff and Independent Contractors to the 
CCG for the safe transfer of information from one physical location to another. Data transfers not 
adhering to these guidelines are deemed “at risk” and corrective action must be taken to minimise 
these risks. Insecure flows may include those sent to a destination which is not secure, or which is 
not protected from being intercepted on the way to their destination. 
 
Data transfers/flows may include Email, fax, post/courier. Some of the media on which information is 
transferred include SMS, portable electronic or removable media (including tapes, floppy discs, 
laptop and handheld computers, DVDs and CD ROMs, memory cards, memory sticks and pen 
drives).  Guidance on the use of these can be found within the Portable Data Security Policy. 
 
Sensitive, personal information or Person Confidential Data (PCD), i.e. that relating to identifiable 
individuals including staff, patients or others, should not be included in any correspondence unless 
absolutely necessary. Where the transfer of such information necessitates, inclusion of such details 
should be kept to a minimum and the following guidelines for transfer should be followed. 
 
Electronic Data Transfers 
 

Email 
1. Email is an insecure system and sensitive information must not be sent by email unless it is 

encrypted to NHS standards using software approved by the Organisation. 
 NB. The receiving organisation may require a compatible encryption tool to translate the 
 information. 
 
 Encryption is not required for emails sent as follows: 

o NHS Rotherham CCG to/from NHS Rotherham CCG 
o NHS.net to/from NHS.net 
o NHS Rotherham CCG to/from Rotherham Foundation Trust 
o NHS.net to/from other secure Government e-mail systems by seeking advice from 

the Information Security manager 
 

2. Confirm correct E-mail address for the initial transfer of PCD/sensitive data. 
 

3. Where the transfer of bulk data occurs, confirmation for the receipt of the Email must be 
obtained. 

 
Fax 
 

1. When faxing Person Confidential/sensitive information, a cover sheet must be used, clearly 
marked “Private and Confidential” and with the sender, the intended recipient and the total 
number of pages included in the transmission. 

 
2. Confirmation of receipt of faxes transmitted outside of the organisation must be obtained. 

 
3. To prevent the loss of data, it is recommended that where possible, fax numbers for routine 

data flows are keyed into the memory of the fax machine and a receipt is printed off with the 
details of transmission. 

 
4. The relevant organisation’s Safe Haven Policy must be followed. 

 
Text Message 
PCD/sensitive data must not be sent by text message. Appointment reminders, etc. do not need to 
identify the patient. 
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Remote System Access 
All access to external networks and systems by the CCG/GP practices must be approved by the 
CCG’s IG Assurance and Security Manager before they commence operation.  See the CCG’s 
Network Security Policy.  (Not applicable to Dentists, Opticians and Pharmacists as the CCG is not 
responsible for their network connections) 
 
Physical Data Transfers 
 

Post 
1. All post containing PCD/sensitive data must be clearly marked with the intended recipient’s 

name and address and sent in a sealed envelope or wallet and marked “Private and 
Confidential”. 

 
2. Bulk data on removable media must be encrypted by a recommended method and sent via 

the CCG approved courier or special delivery. Confirmation of receipt of the data must be 
obtained. 

 
3. Physical bulk data or correspondence containing a large amount of or very sensitive 

information (i.e. Child Protection Reports) must be sent by the CCG approved courier or 
special delivery. Confirmation of the receipt of the data must be obtained. 

 
NHS Delivery Service 
 
NHS internal post is considered a safe method of transfer for PCD/sensitive information provided it is 
correctly addressed including specialty and/or intended recipients name and sent in a sealed 
envelope marked ‘Private & Confidential’. 
 
1st/ 2nd Class Post or Recorded Delivery 
 
The above must not be used for bulk data transfers and transfers of sensitive information such as 
patient records. Routine transfers of individual Patient Confidential Data (i.e. Appointment letters, 
referral letters etc.) may be sent by this method. 
 
Courier Service 
 
Courier services must be selected from an authorised list of trusted and reliable courier services. 
The authorised list for routine and secure courier transfers will be available from the Caldicott 
Guardian. 
 

1. Authority to use courier service must be obtained from appropriate level of management. 
 

2. A telephone call should be made from the despatching organisation to the intended recipient 
at the receiving organisation to notify despatch 

 
3. Information for despatch should be placed in a sealed envelope or wallet. 

 
4. A signature sheet must be signed by despatching and receiving organisations. 

 
Additional Measures for bulk data requiring encryption (Bulk data is defined as person 
identifiable data relating to 51 or more individuals) 
 

1. The data file creation must be authorised and a record kept of name, job title date/time. 
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2. The data file should be burned to DVD/CD and encrypted in accordance with Department of 
Health guidelines and a record kept of name and job title of who created it and the date/time 
of creation. 

 
3. Packaging must be checked to ensure it is sufficient to protect the contents from any 

physical damage likely to arise during transit such as exposure to heat, moisture or 
electromagnetic fields; 

 
4. The identification of courier must be checked before handover of media 

 
5. When courier collects the encrypted disk, the signature sheet must be signed by both 

parties. 
 

6. A telephone call to notify despatch should be made from the despatching organisation to a 
named individual in the receiving organisation. The data disks must be couriered directly to 
the destination. 

 
7. Upon receipt of the disks, nominated staff at the destination must sign the signature sheet. 

 
8. The recipients in the presence of the couriers should upload the data from the disks to the 

secure system. 
 

9. The couriers should then notify the despatching organisation and request pass-phrase is 
forwarded to recipient. 

 
10. The recipient can then decrypt data with the received pass-phrase and must confirm that the 

data can be used by the appropriate database applications. 
 

11. The disks should then be given back to the couriers with appropriate signatures and returned 
to the despatching organisation for destruction. 

 
Hand Delivered 
 
Transfers of PCD/sensitive data by hand should only be carried out by a responsible trustworthy 
person who is employed by the CCG. These must be correctly addressed including specialty and/or 
intended recipients name and sent in a sealed envelope marked ‘Private & Confidential’. 
 
Clinical/Care Records 
 

• Records moving around the organisation may be sent by NHS internal post. 
• These must be correctly addressed including specialty and/or intended recipients name and 

sent in a sealed envelope marked ‘Private & Confidential’. 
• Records requiring despatch to outside organisations, solicitors, courts, insurance 

companies, etc. must be sent in a sealed envelope or wallet by a Commissioning 
Organisation approved courier or special delivery and marked ‘Private & Confidential’. 

• Any paper health records movements should be updated on the relevant tracking system. 
 
 
** Please note all other modes of transfer not listed above are not deemed as safe. 
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Appendix C 
 

 
Equality Impact Assessment form 2013 

 

Title of policy or service  
Safe Haven Policy 

Name and role of officers completing the 
assessment 

Andrew Clayton – Head of Health Informatics 

Date assessment started/completed 
20.12.17  

 
 
1. Outline 
Give a brief summary of your policy or 
service 

• Aims 
• Objectives 
• Links to other policies, including 

partners, national or regional 

Caldicott guidelines on protecting patient information stipulate that NHS 
organisations require safe haven procedures to maintain the privacy and 
confidentiality of personal information which necessitates transfer from one place to 
another.  
 
This policy aims to set out practical guidelines for sending, receiving, and the safe 
and secure handling whilst in transit of person identifiable information by all 
commissioning staff and contractors to ensure that all transfers of person 
confidential data (PCD) (including patient, client and staff) contained on all forms of 
media is handled and transferred in the most secure manner and by authorised 
personnel only, on a need to know basis. 
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2. Gathering of Information  
This is the core of the analysis; what information do you have that indicates the policy or service might impact on protected groups, with 
consideration of the General Equality Duty.  

  What key impact have you 
identified? 

What actions 
do you need 
to take to 
address these 
issues? 

What difference will this make? 

Positive 
Impact  

Neutral 
impact 

Negative 
impact 

Human rights      
Age      
Carers      
Disability      
Sex      
Race      
Religion or 
belief 

     

Sexual 
orientation 

     

Gender 
reassignment 

     

Pregnancy and 
maternity 

     

Marriage and 
civil partnership 
(only eliminating 
discrimination) 

     

Other relevant 
group 
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Please provide details on the actions you need to take below. 
 
3. Action plan 

Issues identified Actions required How will you measure 
impact/progress Timescale Officer 

responsible 
 
 

    

 
 

    

 
 

    

 
 

    

 
4. Monitoring, Review and Publication 
When will the proposal 
be reviewed and by 
whom? 

December 2019 – IG Group 

Lead Officer  Andrew Clayton Review 
date: December 2019 

 
 
Once complete please forward to your Equality lead Alison Hague via email elaine.barnes3@nhs.net 
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